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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] Embodiments of the present invention relate to
an evaporation system for use in a vacuum installation,
a coating installation including the evaporation system,
and a method of using the same. Embodiments of the
present invention particularly relate to a process of coat-
ing at least one substrate with a plurality of deposition
sources, typically for organic materials, a method of tool-
ing a film-thickness monitoring signal, a carrier unit, and
a deposition system configured to operate a carrier unit.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Typically, for deposition of thin films on sub-
strates the layer thickness of the deposited layer is of
relevance. For many deposition processes deposition
rate monitors are available. Signals of the deposition rate
monitors and actually manufactured deposition rates can
be correlated by a process called tooling, wherein a tool-
ing factor is determined by the ratio of the deposited layer
thickness and the rate measurement. This calibration
might be particularly time consuming for deposition proc-
esses where a plurality of deposition sources and corre-
sponding deposition rate measurements, each of which
requires calibration, are provided. Applications with a
particularly large number of deposition sources can be
OLED manufacturing depositions.
[0003] Organic evaporators are an essential tool for
the production of organic light-emitting diodes (OLED).
OLEDs are a special type of light-emitting diodes in which
the emissive layer comprises a thin-film of certain organic
compounds. Such systems can be used in television
screens, computer displays, portable system screens,
and so on. OLEDs  can also be used for general space
illumination. The range of colors, brightness, and viewing
angle possible with OLED displays are greater than those
of traditional LCD displays because OLED pixels directly
emit light and do not require a back light. Therefore, the
energy consumption of OLED displays is considerably
less than that of traditional LCD displays. Further, the
fact that OLEDs can be manufactured onto flexible sub-
strates opens the door to new applications such as roll-
up displays or even displays embedded in clothing.
[0004] The functionality of an OLED depends on the
coating thickness of the organic material. This thickness
has to be within a predetermined range. In the production
of OLEDs, it is therefore important that the coating rate,
at which the coating with organic material is accom-
plished, lies within a predetermined tolerance range. In
other words, the coating rate of an organic evaporator
has to be controlled thoroughly in the production process.
[0005] Thereby, the deposition rate for OLED applica-
tions, but also for other deposition processes, needs to
be controlled by a detector and the detector signal needs
to be correlated with the thickness of the deposited layer.

Accordingly, OLED deposition, but also all other deposi-
tion processes requiring a tooling between real deposi-
tion rate on a substrate and a signal of a rate measure-
ment unit like oscillating quartz.
[0006] Typically, tooling is conducted by coating on
one substrate and measuring the thickness after the coat-
ing in the coating machine or outside of the machine.
This thickness can be transferred in a deposition rate and
this is correlated to the signal of the measuring unit of
the source. Typically, for each deposition source one
substrate is used and coated with a standard carrier as
used during production. Such a procedure - for a machine
with many deposition sources (e.g. 10 or more sources
for OLED applications) - requires a long time period be-
cause for each source a new substrate has to be handled
one after the other.
[0007] WO 2005/093875 A1 describes a method for
making an OLED device. The method includes providing
a substrate having one or more test regions and one or
more device regions, moving the substrate into a least
one deposition chamber for deposition of at least one
organic layer, and depositing the at least one organic
layer through a shadowmask selectively onto the at least
one device region and at least one test region on the
substrate. The method also includes measuring a prop-
erty of the at least one organic layer in the at least one
test region, and adjusting the deposition process in ac-
cordance with the measured property.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0008] In light of the above, a process of coating at
least one substrate with a plurality of deposition sources
according to independent claim 1, and a method of tooling
according to claim 6, a carrier unit for carrying at least
one substrate within a deposition system including a plu-
rality of deposition sources according to independent
claim 8, and a deposition system according to claim 12
are provided. Further aspects, advantages, and features
of the present invention are apparent from the dependent
claims, the description, and the accompanying drawings.
[0009] According to one embodiment, a process of
coating at least one substrate with a plurality of deposition
sources is provided. The process includes exposing a
first substrate portion of said at least one substrate to a
first deposition source through an aperture of a carrier
unit, depositing a first layer over the first substrate portion,
said first layer including material from said first deposition
source, varying a relative position between said at least
one substrate and said aperture for exposing a second
substrate portion of said at least one substrate, or another
substrate, to a second deposition source, and depositing
a second layer over the second substrate portion, said
second layer including material from said second depo-
sition source.
[0010] According to a further embodiment, a method
of tooling a film-thickness monitoring signal is provided.
The method includes exposing a first substrate portion
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of said at least one substrate to a first deposition source
through an aperture of a carrier unit, depositing a first
layer over the first substrate portion, said first layer in-
cluding material from said first deposition source, varying
a relative position between said at least one substrate
and said aperture for exposing a second substrate por-
tion of said at least one substrate, or another substrate,
to a second deposition source, and depositing a second
layer over the second substrate portion, said second lay-
er including material from said second deposition source.
Therein, said film-thickness monitoring signal corre-
sponds to a thickness of a layer deposited over said sub-
strate and is generated while said at least one substrate
is exposed, at least partially, to at least one of the plurality
of deposition sources.
[0011] According to a yet further embodiment, a carrier
unit for carrying at least one substrate within a deposition
system including a plurality of deposition sources is pro-
vided. The carrier unit includes an aperture for partially
exposing said at least one substrate to a deposition
source of said deposition system, and an adjusting sys-
tem configured to adjust a relative position between said
at least one substrate and said aperture, so that different
portions of said substrate can be exposed to different
deposition sources of said deposition system.
[0012] According to another embodiment a deposition
system is provided. The deposition system includes: at
least one vacuum chamber, and a plurality of deposition
sources for coating a substrate in said at least one vac-
uum chamber, wherein said deposition system is config-
ured to operate a carrier unit, wherein the carrier unit for
carrying at least one substrate within a deposition system
including a plurality of deposition sources, includes an
aperture for partially exposing said at least one substrate
to a deposition source of said deposition system, and an
adjusting system configured to adjust a relative position
between said at least one substrate and said aperture,
so that different portions of said substrate can be exposed
to different deposition sources of said deposition system.
[0013] Embodiments are also directed at apparatuses
for carrying out the disclosed methods and include ap-
paratus parts for performing each described method
step. These method steps may be performed by way of
hardware components, a computer programmed by ap-
propriate software, by any combination of the two or in
any other manner. Furthermore, embodiments according
to the invention are also directed at methods by which
the described apparatus operates. It includes method
steps for carrying out every function of the apparatus.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014] So that the manner in which the above recited
features of the present invention can be understood in
detail, a more particular description of the invention, brief-
ly  summarized above, may be had by reference to em-
bodiments. The accompanying drawings relate to em-
bodiments of the invention and are described in the fol-

lowing:
[0015] Figs. 1A and 1B show schematic views of a car-
rier unit according to embodiments described herein,
which are particularly useful for tooling;
[0016] Figs. 2A and 2B show schematic views of a fur-
ther carrier unit according to embodiments described
herein, which are particularly useful for tooling;
[0017] Fig. 3 illustrates a processing system adapted
for a carrier unit and according to embodiments de-
scribed herein;
[0018] Fig. 4 shows a flow chart, which illustrates proc-
esses of coating a substrate according to embodiments
described herein and methods of tooling according to
embodiments described herein;
[0019] Fig. 5 shows a schematic view of a further
processing system adapted for a carrier unit and accord-
ing to embodiments described herein; and
[0020] Figs. 6A and 6B show schematic views of a yet
further carrier unit according to embodiments described
herein, which are particularly useful for tooling;

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0021] Reference will now be made in detail to the var-
ious embodiments of the invention, one or more exam-
ples of which are illustrated in the figures. Within the fol-
lowing description of the drawings, the same reference
numbers refer to same components. Generally, only the
differences with respect to individual embodiments are
described. Each example is provided by way of explana-
tion of the invention and is not meant as a limitation of
the invention. Further, features illustrated or described
as part of one embodiment can be used on or in conjunc-
tion with other embodiments to yield yet a further embod-
iment. It is intended that the description includes such
modifications and variations.
[0022] Embodiments of the present invention relate to
an improved tooling, e.g. calculation of a tooling factor,
for applications with a plurality of deposition source,
wherein a signal of a deposition rate sensor can be cal-
ibrated with thickness of deposited layers. If during op-
eration of a deposition system a layer is deposited on a
substrate, e.g. a test substrate for tooling, a coating step
for one source, loading and unloading of a substrate and
the exchange to another substrate, depending on ma-
chine layout and speed of pumping, handling etc. can
take up to 15 to 20 minutes. Generally, it is possible to
save time by coating several layers on top of each other,
wherein it is beneficial to use a measuring method and
analysis software, which enables extraction of the thick-
ness information from a stack of several layers for each
layer. However, this is complex and might not be possible
for all types of layer stacks. Accordingly, embodiments
described herein relate to a process of coating at least
one substrate with a plurality of deposition sources and
a variation or adjustment of a relative position between
the substrate and an aperture.
[0023] Generally, the term "tooling" as used herein re-
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lates to thin-film thickness monitors, deposition rate con-
trollers, deposition rate detectors, deposition rate sen-
sors, or the like, which can be e.g. used in high and ultra-
high vacuum systems. These terms: thin-film thickness
monitors, deposition rate controllers, deposition rate de-
tectors, deposition rate sensors are used synonymously
herein. Such detectors, monitors, controllers and/or sen-
sor can measure the thickness of a thin film, not only after
it has been made, but while it is still being deposited, and
by utilizing such a measurement device one can control
either the final thickness of the film, the rate at which it
is deposited, or both. Typically, the rate at which material
is deposited on the sensor may not equal the rate at which
the material is deposited on the sample. The ratio of the
two rates can be defined as the "tooling factor". Alterna-
tively, the tooling factor can be defined by ratio of the
actually deposited layer thickness and a layer thickness
measured by sensor. For careful work, the tooling factor
should be checked by measuring the amount of material
deposited on some samples and comparing it to what
the thickness monitor measured. Accordingly, "tooling"
refers to a calibration of the inline measurement device
for online measurement of the layer thickness.
[0024] For example, such sensor can, e.g., use a
quartz crystal. Alternatively or additionally optical meas-
urements can be used. Some of these sensors can for
example measure the amount of material deposited on
the sensor. Examples of thickness correlated measure-
ments are described in patent application EP 2230326
A1, filed on March 16, 2009 entitled "Evaporator, coating
installation, and method for use thereof" and EP patent
application 10196882.4, filed on December 23, 2010, en-
titled "Evaporation system with measurement unit", both
of which are incorporated herein by reference to the ex-
tent that the applications are not inconsistent with this
disclosure. Therein, an evaporation system for applying
vapor to a substrate in a vacuum chamber at a coating
rate is provided. The system including a distribution pipe
having an inlet for receiving the vapor; an evaporation
section having a first outlet for applying the vapor to a
substrate, the evaporation section defining a first fluidal
path for the vapor to go from the inlet to the first outlet;
a measurement section having a second outlet for dis-
placing the vapor from the measurement section, the
measurement section defining a second fluidal path for
the vapor to go from the inlet to the second outlet; and a
light sensitive detector for measuring at least one char-
acteristic property of the vapor in the measurement sec-
tion. Further, an evaporator for applying vapor to a sub-
strate at a coating rate can be provided. The evaporator
includes an evaporator tube having a distribution pipe
with at least one nozzle outlet, and wherein the evapo-
rator tube includes a pressure measurement device, the
pressure measurement device including an optical dia-
phragm gauge.
[0025] Figure 1A illustrates a carrier unit 110 according
to embodiments described herein. The carrier unit 110
includes a carrier frame 128. Typically, the carrier unit is

configured for holding or supporting a substrate during
deposition. The carrier unit according to embodiments
described herein is further configured for tooling, i.e. cal-
ibration, of a deposition source and the corresponding
measurement unit, such as the deposition rate monitor.
Within the carrier frame 128 a substrate support area 114
is provided. Figure 1A shows substrate 112 being sup-
ported on the substrate support. Typically, the substrate
has a first portion 112a and the second portion 112b.
According to some embodiments, which can be com-
bined with other embodiments described herein, at  least
one substrate with a first substrate portion and a second
substrate portion is provided. Thereby, the first substrate
portion and the second substrate portion can be provided
on one substrate or alternatively on different substrates
of the at least one substrate.
[0026] Figure 1A further shows an adjusting system
124 which is configured to move the substrate 112 rela-
tive to the aperture 122. The aperture 122 thereby can
have an aperture opening being configured for exposing
one portion of the substrate to evaporated material or the
like. Further, the aperture blocks a portion of material to
be deposited by the deposition source.
[0027] Figure 1A further illustrates the deposition
source 118 from which material, which is to be deposited
on the substrate, is directed towards a deposition area,
in which the carrier unit is provided. As can be seen in
figure 1A, the aperture 122 exposes the first portion 112a
of the substrate 112 for deposition with the material from
the deposition source. The adjusting system 124, which
is illustrated in figure 1A, can be an actuator for moving
the substrate 112 relative to the aperture 122. As shown
in figure 1B, the substrate 112 is moved by a translation
to the right-hand side such that the second substrate por-
tion 112b is positioned below the opening of the aperture
122. Accordingly, it is possible by utilizing the carrier unit
110 to deposit layers of material from the deposition
source adjacent or next to each other.
[0028] According to some embodiments, which can be
combined with other embodiments described herein, a
layer, e.g. a coating layer, is formed by a coating process
with the coating source or deposition source, respective-
ly. Thereby, typically the layers can be deposited to be
substantially coplanar to each other, to be in direct con-
tact with the substrate, and/or not to be provided as a
layer stack, i.e., one layer is not provided on another layer
or at least only partially provided on another layer. There-
by, the layers deposited are each provided on the sub-
strate without any other layer being deposited above or
below the respective coated layer.
[0029] Figures 2A and 2B illustrate yet further embod-
iments of carrier units as described herein and being suit-
able for processes and deposition systems according to
embodiments described herein. The carrier unit 110
shown in figure 2A includes the carrier frame 128,  the
substrate support portion 114, and further shows the sub-
strate 112 provided on the substrate support. The adjust-
ing system 124 for adjusting the relative position between
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the aperture 122 and a substrate portion of the substrate
112 is connected to the aperture 122. Thereby, as can
be seen from a comparison of figure 2A and 2B, the ap-
erture 122 can be moved relative to the substrate 112 in
order to expose different substrate portions to material
to be deposited.
[0030] According to some embodiments, which can be
combined with other embodiments described herein, the
adjusting system can be an actuator, a motor, e.g. an
electrically driven motor, or a drive and/or can be config-
ured to adjust the aperture substrate relative position by
linear translation, by rotation or a combination thereof.
According to typical implementations, the adjusting sys-
tem can either be configured for moving the substrate on
a substrate support, can be connected to the aperture
for movement of the aperture, or a combination thereof.
[0031] According to typical embodiments, a carrier unit
as described herein includes an aperture for partially ex-
posing one or more substrates to material from the dep-
osition sources in the deposition system. An adjusting
system adapted to adjust the relative position between
said aperture and the location, on which the substrate is
supported, is provided. Thereby, different portions of the
one or more substrates can be exposed subsequently.
[0032] Accordingly, embodiments described herein
can provide and/or use a special measuring carrier,
which is provided with the movement unit for moving an
aperture plate in front of one or more substrates, e.g.
fixed substrates, for moving the one or more substrates
relative to the fixed aperture plate, or for moving both
elements relative to each other. Thereby, after deposition
for calibration is conducted for one source of a deposition
system, the movement enables deposition or coating of
another substrate or another portion of the substrate with
a second source while the previously coated layer is pro-
tected from additional deposition. This process can be
repeated a plurality of times until all sources in the dep-
osition system have deposited one layer on the one or
more substrates. According to embodiments described
herein, this is possible without loading or unloading of
the carrier.
[0033] After all sources to be calibrated have coated
one portion of the one or more substrates, the carrier can
be provided to a measurement unit and the layer thick-
nesses of layers corresponding to the respective sources
can be measured. In light of the fact that the layers, which
have been deposited by the individual sources, are pro-
vided next to each other, e.g. co-planar to each other,
the measurement of the layer thicknesses can be done
as if one single layer would be deposited on one substrate
after the other. Accordingly, a thickness measurement is
possible similar to individually coated layers and calibra-
tion or tooling of the sources or the rate monitors, respec-
tively, can be conducted for all sources in the deposition
system. Thereby, the carrier unit needs to be loaded only
once in the deposition system having a plurality of sourc-
es.
[0034] Figure 3 illustrates a deposition system 116 ac-

cording to embodiments described herein. The deposi-
tion system 116 includes a first vacuum chamber 120a
and the second vacuum chamber 120b. According to typ-
ical embodiments, the vacuum chambers can be evac-
uated individually or a common evacuation system can
be provided for the chambers, i.e. the chambers 120a
and 120b can be sub-chambers of one vacuum chamber.
Typically, the deposition processes referred herein are
conducted at a reduced pressure of 1 Pa or below. How-
ever, the principal of the tooling described herein can
also be applied for deposition processes under other
pressure conditions, such as normal pressure.
[0035] The deposition system 116 includes transport
system 310, which can, for example, be provided with
rollers 312. For easier illustration the deposition system
shown in figure 3 is a horizontal deposition system,
wherein the carrier 110 and the respective substrates are
transported horizontally. However, if figure 3 would be
interpreted as the top view, it is apparent that also vertical
deposition systems can similarly implement the process-
es as described herein and can utilize the carrier units
as described herein.
[0036] The deposition system shown in figure 3 in-
cludes the first deposition source 118a and the first dep-
osition rate measurement system 130a. Considering a
transport direction as indicated by arrow 3 for substrates
or carrier units, respectively, the carrier unit 110 has
passed the deposition source 118a when being posi-
tioned as shown in figure 3. Accordingly, the first layer
126a has already been deposited on the substrate within
the  carrier unit 110. The further vacuum chamber 120b
includes a further deposition source 118b and a further
deposition rate measurement system 130b. As shown in
figure 3, the second layer 126b has been deposited on
the substrate. Thereby, the first layer 126a and the sec-
ond layer 126b are provided next to each other with re-
spect to the surface of the substrate, e.g., they can be
essentially coplanar as described above. Thus, after dep-
osition of the first layer 126a and the second layer 126b,
the layer thicknesses of the first layer and the second
layer can be measured individually.
[0037] Figure 3 illustrates the deposition system 116
with two deposition sources. Yet it is to be understood
that this is for illustrative purposes only. According to fur-
ther embodiments, which can be combined with other
embodiments described herein, the deposition systems
and processes can include, for example, five or more
sources or even 10 or more sources. Thereby, in light of
the fact that deposition systems and deposition process-
es for organic materials might include a particularly high
number of deposition sources, the embodiments de-
scribed herein can be particularly useful for applications
including evaporation of organic materials.
[0038] According to yet further embodiments, which
can be combined with other embodiments described
herein, the controller 360, can be connected to the dep-
osition source 118 and to the deposition rate monitor
130b. For example, the controller 360 can control the
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evaporation rate of the deposition source. Further, it can
receive that deposition rate signal from the deposition
rate monitor 130b.
[0039] Tooling or calibration of the deposition rate sig-
nal can be conducted by receiving a further signal 362
from a thickness measurement, for example, a direct
thickness measurement, which can be conducted, for ex-
ample, off-line from the deposition system 116. Figure 3
illustrates the controller 360 to be connected to the dep-
osition source 118b and the deposition rate monitor 130b.
It is to be understood that according to further embodi-
ments, the controller 360 can also be provided for more
than one deposition source and more than one rate
measuring sensor. Alternatively controllers can be pro-
vided for each deposition rate and deposition rate sensor,
respectively.
[0040] Figure 4 illustrates a process of coating at least
one substrate, particularly for tooling. Therein, the layer
is deposited on the first portion of one or more substrates
from a first deposition source in step 402. Thereafter, the
relative position between an aperture for blocking a por-
tion of the material to be deposited, i.e., for exposing a
portion of the one or more substrates, and the substrate
holder or substrate, respectively is changed in step 404.
Thereafter, material can be deposited on the second por-
tion of the one or more substrates from the second source
in step 406. Accordingly, embodiments described herein
relate to exposing the first substrate portion to the first
deposition source through an aperture of the carrier unit,
depositing a first layer on said first substrate portion, var-
ying a relative position between said one or more sub-
strate and said aperture for exposing the second sub-
strate portion to the second deposition source and de-
positing the second layer over the second substrate por-
tion. Typically, said first substrate portion and said sec-
ond substrate portion can be portions of the single sub-
strates or can be portions of a plurality of substrates.
[0041] According to yet further embodiments, the proc-
ess of coating at least one substrate with a plurality of
deposition sources can further be utilized for method of
tooling the film-thickness monitoring signal. Therein, the
film-thickness monitoring signal corresponds to the thick-
ness of the layer deposited in the corresponding portion
of the one or more substrates. Typically, the layer thick-
nesses can be measured individually and can be used
for calibration of the corresponding film-thickness moni-
toring signal of the film-thickness monitors, sensors or
detectors, which are provided for the respective deposi-
tion sources. For example, the first monitoring signal from
the deposition of said first layer on said first substrate
portion can be generated, the second film-thickness
monitoring signal from said deposition of said second
layer on said second substrate portion can be generated,
thickness measurements of said first layer and the sec-
ond layer can be performed and the first and second mon-
itoring signals can be cooled or calibrated by the thick-
ness measurements.
[0042] According to some embodiments, the thickness

measurements, i.e., the direct thickness measurements,
can be conducted with methods like interferometric
measurements, XRF measurements, measurements of
the optical density of the layer, i.e. transmission meas-
urements, ellipsometry measurements, photolumines-
cence measurements, and combinations thereof. Ac-
cording to yet further embodiments, such measurements
can be conducted after the substrate is removed from
the measurement carrier unit or within the measurement
carrier unit. In the latter case, the movement of the ad-
justing system for moving a relative position between the
aperture and the substrate can be repeated or conducted
in an opposite direction such that all coating positions
can be subsequently exposed to the measurement sys-
tem for directly measuring the layer thicknesses.
[0043] Figure 5 illustrates yet further embodiments of
deposition systems, wherein a measurement carrier unit
510 is provided. Accordingly, the deposition system 116
is configured for handling and/or operating a measure-
ment carrier unit according to embodiments described
herein. The deposition system 116 shown in figure 5 in-
cludes a plurality of vacuum chambers 120a, 120b and
120c. Deposition sources 118a, 118b, and 118c are pro-
vided in the respective chambers. However, it is to be
understood that also more than one deposition source
can be provided within one vacuum chamber. The first
vacuum chamber 120a includes an opening 502 for in-
sertion of the carrier unit 510 in the deposition system.
The opening 502 can typically be sealed with the vacuum
valve or can be connected to the load lock chamber for
inserting and/or removing substrates or carriers, respec-
tively. Further openings 503 are provided between the
respective vacuum chambers. Depending on the proc-
esses to be conducted within the individual chambers,
the openings 503 can either be closed by valve units
during the deposition, or gas separation units in the form
of slits having a sufficient resistance for gas traveling
from one vacuum chamber in another vacuum chamber
can be provided. A further opening 502 is provided at the
opposing end of the deposition system 116 for feeding
or removing carriers for substrates, respectively. The car-
rier unit 510, which is illustrated in figure 5, includes a
rotation adjusting system as indicated by arrow 53. Cor-
responding embodiments are described with respect to
figures 6A and 6B.
[0044] The carrier unit 510, which is shown in figure
6A includes substrate support portion 114 wherein a plu-
rality of substrates 112 a, 112b are provided. The sub-
strate support portion 114 can be rotated around axis
501 indicated by arrow 53. The substrate  support portion
114 is connected to an electrical motor 540 via shaft 542.
The rotation of the portions of the one or more substrates
below the one or more apertures 122a and 122b can be
controlled by a controller 550. For example, the controller
can include a battery 552 or another remote energy
source for driving an actuator or motor electrically. Fur-
ther, the controller can be connected to an antenna 554
or another means for receiving the radio signal. Thereby,
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the carrier unit 510 can be controlled while being provided
within the deposition system.
[0045] As shown in figure 6B, a plurality of substrates
112a, b, c, etc. can be provided on the substrate support
portion. Accordingly, the substrate portions for depositing
the individual layers thereon can be provided on different
substrates. According to yet further embodiments, an ap-
erture arrangement can include a single opening as de-
scribed with respect to, for example, figures 1A to 2B.
[0046] As shown in figures 6A and 6B also a plurality
of openings 122a and 122b can be provided. For exam-
ple, the two or more openings can be provided at different
positions of the carrier frame 128 in order to have layers
deposited in different regions of the carrier. Thereby, for
example, an average layer thickness measurement can
be conducted for tooling.
[0047] According to yet further embodiments, which
can be combined with other embodiments described
herein, it is further possible that an aperture arrangement
with a plurality of aperture openings is provided, wherein
the aperture openings can be individually opened and
closed with shutter units. Accordingly, it is also possible
to control the exposed substrate portions with an adjust-
ing system connected to the plurality of shutter systems
such that, for example, one or two substrate portions are
exposed for deposition with one deposition source, re-
spectively. Thereafter, another one or two openings can
be opened with respective shutters for depositing a sec-
ond layer next to the first layer, e.g., being substantially
coplanar to the first layer.
[0048] As described herein, depositing of individual
layers by individual sources can be provided next to each
other, i.e. not on top of each other, in order to enable
direct layer thickness measurements of layers originating
from the different deposition sources without  the neces-
sity for loading and unloading of a plurality of substrates
or carriers, respectively. The embodiments described
herein can be utilized for all kinds of deposition processes
which require the tooling or calibration between a meas-
uring unit, a deposition source and/or a real or actual
deposition rate. The embodiments are particularly time-
saving for applications having a plurality of deposition
sources, for example, deposition processes of organic
materials. According to yet further embodiments, which
can be combined with other embodiments described
herein, the processes can be utilized for an initial cali-
bration for tooling. However, it is further possible to utilize
the processes and the measuring carrier unit for process
control, e.g. during maintenance and the like.
[0049] In light of the above, a plurality of embodiments
is described. According to one embodiment, a process
of coating at least one substrate with a plurality of dep-
osition sources is provided. The process includes expos-
ing a first substrate portion of said at least one substrate
to a first deposition source through an aperture of a carrier
unit, depositing a first layer over the first substrate portion,
said first layer including material from said first deposition
source, varying a relative position between said at least

one substrate and said aperture for exposing a second
substrate portion of said at least one substrate, or another
substrate, to a second deposition source, and depositing
a second layer over the second substrate portion, said
second layer including material from said second depo-
sition source. According to a typical modification thereof,
said first substrate portion and said second substrate por-
tion form part of said at least one substrate, e.g. one
substrate or two or more substrates. According to yet
further embodiments, which can be combined with other
embodiments described herein, varying the aperture-
substrate relative position can include changing the rel-
ative position between said aperture and a vacuum
chamber enclosing said carrier unit, varying the aperture-
substrate relative position can include moving the at least
one substrate; and/or said first layer and said second
layer can be deposited such that they are substantially
coplanar to each other.
[0050] According to another embodiment, a method of
tooling a film-thickness monitoring signal is provided. The
method includes the process of coating at least one sub-
strate with a plurality of deposition sources. The process
includes exposing a first substrate portion of said at least
one substrate to a first deposition source through an  ap-
erture of a carrier unit, depositing a first layer over the
first substrate portion, said first layer including material
from said first deposition source, varying a relative posi-
tion between said at least one substrate and said aperture
for exposing a second substrate portion of said at least
one substrate, or another substrate, to a second depo-
sition source, and depositing a second layer over the
second substrate portion, said second layer including
material from said second deposition source. Therein,
said film-thickness monitoring signal corresponds to a
thickness of a layer deposited over said substrate and is
generated while said at least one substrate is exposed,
at least partially, to at least one of the plurality of depo-
sition sources. For example, the method can include:
generating a first film-thickness monitoring signal asso-
ciated to said first layer while said first substrate portion
is exposed to said first deposition source, generating a
second film-thickness monitoring signal associated to
said second layer while said second substrate portion is
exposed to said second deposition source, performing a
direct thickness measurement of said first layer and said
second layer, and tooling said first film-thickness moni-
toring signal and said second film-thickness monitoring
signal based on said direct thickness measurement.
[0051] According to a yet further embodiment, a carrier
unit for carrying at least one substrate within a deposition
system including a plurality of deposition sources is pro-
vided. The carrier unit includes an aperture for partially
exposing said at least one substrate to a deposition
source of said deposition system, and an adjusting sys-
tem configured to adjust a relative position between said
at least one substrate and said aperture, so that different
portions of said substrate can be exposed to different
deposition sources of said deposition system. According
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to typical embodiments, one or more of the following ad-
ditional or alternative modifications can be implemented:
said adjusting system can be configured to adjust the
aperture-substrate relative position by linearly translating
and/or rotating at least one of: a) the aperture; or b) the
at least one substrate, relative to each other; the carrier
unit can further include a carrier frame, wherein said ad-
justing system is configured to adjust the aperture-sub-
strate relative position by changing the relative position
between said aperture and the carrier frame; an said ad-
justing system can be configured to adjust the aperture-
substrate relative position by moving the at least one sub-
strate.
[0052] According to an even further embodiment, a
deposition system is provided. The deposition system
includes at least one vacuum chamber, a plurality of dep-
osition sources for coating a substrate in said at least
one vacuum chamber, wherein said deposition system
is configured to operate a carrier unit. The carrier unit
includes an aperture for partially exposing said at least
one substrate to a deposition source of said deposition
system, and an adjusting system configured to adjust a
relative position between said at least one substrate and
said aperture, so that different portions of said substrate
can be exposed to different deposition sources of said
deposition system. According to typical embodiments,
one or more of the following additional or alternative mod-
ifications can be implemented: the system can further
include one or more deposition rate measurement sys-
tems configured to generate a rate signal corresponding
to a thickness of a film deposited on said at least one
substrate, said rate signal being generated during dep-
osition of said film; the system can further include at least
one thickness measuring unit configured to generate a
thickness signal corresponding to a direct measurement
of the thickness of a film deposited on said at least one
substrate; the system can further include a control circuit
configured for tooling said rate signal based on said thick-
ness signal.
[0053] While the foregoing is directed to embodiments
of the invention, other and further embodiments of the
invention may be devised without departing from the ba-
sic scope thereof, and the scope thereof is determined
by the claims that follow.

Claims

1. A process of coating at least one substrate (112) with
a plurality of deposition sources (118a, 118b), the
process comprising:

exposing a first substrate portion (112a) of said
at least one substrate (112) to a first deposition
source (118a) through an aperture (122) of a
carrier unit (110; 510);
depositing a first layer (126a) over the first sub-
strate portion (112a), said first layer (126a) in-

cluding material from said first deposition source
(118a);
varying a relative position between said at least
one substrate (112) and said aperture (122) for
exposing a second substrate portion (112b) of
said at least one substrate (112), or another sub-
strate, to a second deposition source (118b);
and
depositing a second layer (126b) over the sec-
ond substrate portion (112b), said second layer
(126b) including material from said second dep-
osition source (118b).

2. The process according to claim 1, wherein said first
substrate portion (112a) and said second substrate
portion form part of said at least one substrate (112).

3. The process according to claim 1 or 2, wherein var-
ying the aperture-substrate relative position includes
changing the relative position between said aperture
(122) and a vacuum chamber enclosing said carrier
unit (110; 510).

4. The process according to any of claims 1 to 3, where-
in varying the aperture-substrate relative position in-
cludes moving the at least one substrate.

5. The process according to any of claims 1 to 4, where-
in said first layer (126a) and said second layer (126b)
are deposited such that they are substantially copla-
nar to each other.

6. A method of tooling a film-thickness monitoring sig-
nal including the process according to claims 1 to 5,
wherein said film-thickness monitoring signal corre-
spond to a thickness of a layer deposited over said
substrate and is generated while said at least one
substrate is exposed, at least partially, to at least one
of the plurality of deposition sources.

7. The method according to claim 6, further including:

generating a first film-thickness monitoring sig-
nal associated to said first layer (126a) while
said first substrate portion (112a) is exposed to
said first deposition source (118a);
generating a second film-thickness monitoring
signal associated to said second layer (126b)
while said second substrate portion (112b) is ex-
posed to said second deposition source (118b);
performing a direct thickness measurement of
said first layer (126a) and said second layer
(126b); and
tooling said first film-thickness monitoring signal
and said second film-thickness monitoring sig-
nal based on said direct thickness measure-
ment.
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8. A carrier unit (110; 510) for carrying at least one sub-
strate (112) within a deposition system (116) includ-
ing a plurality of deposition sources (118a, 118b),
said carrier unit (110; 510) comprising:

an aperture (122) for partially exposing said at
least one substrate (112) to a deposition source
(118a, 118b) of said deposition system (116);
and
an adjusting system (124) configured to adjust
a relative position between said at least one sub-
strate (112) and said aperture (122), so that dif-
ferent portions of said substrate can be exposed
to different deposition sources (118a, 118b) of
said deposition system (116).

9. A carrier unit (110; 510) according to claim 8, wherein
said adjusting system (124) is configured to adjust
the aperture-substrate relative position by linearly
translating and/or rotating at least one of: a) the ap-
erture; or b) the at least one substrate, relative to
each other.

10. A carrier unit (110; 510) according to claim 8 or 9,
further including a carrier frame (128), wherein said
adjusting system (124) is configured to adjust the
aperture-substrate relative position by changing the
relative position between said aperture (122) and the
carrier frame (128).

11. A carrier unit (110; 510) according to any of claims
8 to 10, wherein said adjusting system (124) is con-
figured to adjust the aperture-substrate relative po-
sition by moving the at least one substrate.

12. A deposition system (116) comprising:

at least one vacuum chamber (120a, 120b);
a plurality of deposition sources (118a, 118b)
for coating a substrate in said at least one vac-
uum chamber (120a, 120b),
a carrier unit (110; 510) according to any of
claims 8 to 11,
wherein said deposition system (116) is config-
ured to operate the carrier unit (110; 510).

13. A deposition system (116) according to claim 12 fur-
ther comprising a deposition rate measurement sys-
tem (130a, 130b) configured to generate a rate signal
corresponding to a thickness of a film deposited on
said at least one substrate (112), said rate signal
being generated during deposition of said film.

14. A deposition system (116) according to claim 12 or
13 further comprising at least one thickness meas-
uring unit configured to generate a thickness signal
corresponding to a direct measurement of the thick-
ness of a film deposited on said at least one substrate

(112).

15. A deposition system (116) according to any of claims
12 to 14 further comprising a control circuit (360)
configured for tooling said rate signal based on said
thickness signal.

Patentansprüche

1. Prozess zum Beschichten mindestens eines Sub-
strats (112) mit mehreren Abscheidungsquellen
(118a, 118b), wobei der Prozess umfasst:

einen ersten Substratabschnitt (112a) des min-
destens einen Substrats (112) einer ersten Ab-
scheidungsquelle (118a) durch eine Öffnung
(122) einer Trägereinheit (110; 510) hindurch
auszusetzen:

eine erste Schicht (126a) über dem ersten
Substratabschnitt (112a) abzuscheiden,
wobei die erste Schicht (126a) Material aus
der ersten Abscheidungsquelle (118a) ent-
hält;
eine relative Position zwischen dem minde-
stens einen Substrat (112) und der Öffnung
(122) zu verändern, um einen zweiten Sub-
stratabschnitt (112b) des mindestens einen
Substrats (112) oder ein anderes Substrat
einer zweiten Abscheidungsquelle (118b)
auszusetzen; und
eine zweite Schicht (126b) über dem zwei-
ten Substratabschnitt (112b) abzuschei-
den, wobei die zweite Schicht (126b) Mate-
rial aus der zweiten Abscheidungsquelle
(118b) enthält.

2. Prozess nach Anspruch 1, wobei der erste Substrat-
abschnitt (112a) und der zweite Substratabschnitt
einen Teil des mindestens einen Substrats (112) bil-
den.

3. Prozess nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei das Verän-
dern der relativen Position von Öffnung/Substrat um-
fasst, die relative Position zwischen der Öffnung
(122) und einer die Trägereinheit (110; 510) ein-
schließenden Vakuumkammer zu verändern.

4. Prozess nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, wobei
das Verändern der relativen Position von Öffnung/
Substrat umfasst, das mindestens eine Substrat zu
bewegen.

5. Prozess nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, wobei
die erste Schicht (126a) und die zweite Schicht
(126b) so abgeschieden werden, dass sie im We-
sentlichen koplanar zueinander sind.
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6. Verfahren zum Bearbeiten eines Schichtdicken-
überwachungssignals, welches Verfahren den Pro-
zess nach den Ansprüchen 1 bis 5 umfasst, wobei
das Schichtdickenüberwachungssignal einer Dicke
einer Schicht entspricht, die über dem Substrat ab-
geschieden und erzeugt wird, während das minde-
stens eine Substrat zumindest teilweise mindestens
einer der mehreren Abscheidungsquellen ausge-
setzt wird.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, darüber hinaus umfas-
send:

Erzeugen eines mit der ersten Schicht (126a)
assoziierten Schichtdickenüberwachungssi-
gnals, während der erste Substratabschnitt
(112a) der ersten Abscheidungsquelle (118a)
ausgesetzt wird;
Erzeugen eines mit der zweiten Schicht (126b)
assoziierten Schichtdickenüberwachungssi-
gnals, während der zweite Substratabschnitt
(112b) der zweiten Abscheidungsquelle (118b)
ausgesetzt wird;
Durchführen einer direkten Dickenmessung der
ersten Schicht (126a) und der zweiten Schicht
(126b); und
Bearbeiten des ersten Schichtdickenüberwa-
chungssignals und des zweiten Schichtdicken-
überwachungssignals auf Grundlage der direk-
ten Dikkenmessung.

8. Trägereinheit (110; 510) zum Tragen mindestens ei-
nes Substrats (112) in einem Abscheidungssystem
(116), das mehrere Abscheidungsquellen (118a,
118b) umfasst, wobei die Trägereinheit (110; 510)
umfasst:

eine Öffnung (122), um das mindestens eine
Substrat (112) teilweise einer Abscheidungs-
quelle (118a, 118b) des Abscheidungssystems
(116) auszusetzen; und
ein Einstellsystem (124), das dazu ausgelegt ist,
eine relative Position zwischen dem mindestens
einen Substrat (112) und der Öffnung (122) so
einzustellen, dass verschiedene Abschnitte des
Substrats verschiedenen Abscheidungsquellen
(118a, 118b) des Abscheidungssystems (116)
ausgesetzt werden können.

9. Trägereinheit (110; 510) nach Anspruch 8, wobei
das Einstellsystem (124) dazu ausgelegt ist, die re-
lative Position von Öffnung/Substrat dadurch einzu-
stellen, dass zumindest a) die Öffnung oder b) das
mindestens eine Substrat in Bezug aufeinander li-
near translatorisch verschoben und/oder gedreht
wird.

10. Trägereinheit (110; 510) nach Anspruch 8 oder 9,

darüber hinaus einen Trägerrahmen (128) umfas-
send, wobei das Einstellsystem (124) dazu ausge-
legt ist, die relative Position von Öffnung/Substrat
dadurch einzustellen, dass die relative Position zwi-
schen der Öffnung (122) und dem Trägerrahmen
(128) verändert wird.

11. Trägereinheit (110; 510) nach einem der Ansprüche
8 bis 10, wobei das Einstellsystem (124) dazu aus-
gelegt ist, die relative Position von Öffnung/Substrat
dadurch einzustellen, dass das mindestens eine
Substrat bewegt wird.

12. Abscheidungssystem (116), umfassend:

mindestens eine Vakuumkammer (120a, 120b);
mehrere Abscheidungsquellen (118a, 118b)
zum Beschichten des Substrats in der minde-
stens einen Vakuumkammer (120a, 120b);
eine Trägereinheit (110; 510) nach einem der
Ansprüche 8 bis 11,
wobei das Abscheidungssystem (116) dazu
ausgelegt ist, die Trägereinheit (110; 510) zu
betätigen.

13. Abscheidungssystem (116) nach Anspruch 12, dar-
über hinaus ein Abscheidungsratenmesssystem
(130a, 130b) aufweisend, das dazu ausgelegt ist,
ein Ratensignal zu erzeugen, das einer Dicke einer
auf dem mindestens einen  Substrat (112) abge-
schiedenen Schicht entspricht, wobei das Ratensi-
gnal während der Abscheidung der Schicht erzeugt
wird.

14. Abscheidungssystem (116) nach Anspruch 12 oder
13, darüber hinaus mindestens eine Dickenmes-
seinheit umfassend, die dazu ausgelegt ist, ein
Dickensignal zu erzeugen, das einer direkten Mes-
sung der Dicke einer auf dem mindestens einen Sub-
strat (112) abgeschiedenen Schicht entspricht.

15. Abscheidungssystem (116) nach einem der Ansprü-
che 12 bis 14, darüber hinaus eine Steuerschaltung
(360) aufweisend, die dazu ausgelegt ist, das Ra-
tensignal auf Grundlage des Dickensignals zu bear-
beiten.

Revendications

1. Procédé de recouvrir d’au moins un substrat (112)
utilisant une pluralité de sources de dépôt (118a,
118b), le procédé comprenant :

exposer une première portion de substrat (112a)
dudit au moins un substrat (112) à une première
source de dépôt (118a) par une ouverture (122)
d’une unité support (110 ; 510) ;
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recouvrir la première portion de substrat (112a)
d’une première couche (126a), ladite première
couche (126a) comprenant de la matière prove-
nant de ladite première source de dépôt (118a) ;
varier une position relative entre ledit au moins
un substrat (112) et ladite ouverture (122) pour
exposer une deuxième portion de substrat
(112b) dudit au moins un substrat (112), ou un
autre substrat, à une deuxième source de dépôt
(118b) ; et
recouvrir la deuxième portion de substrat (112b)
d’une deuxième couche (126b), ladite deuxième
couche (126b) comprenant de la matière prove-
nant de ladite deuxième source de dépôt (118b).

2. Le procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la-
dite première portion de substrat (112a) et ladite
deuxième portion de substrat constituent une partie
dudit au moins un substrat (112).

3. Le procédé selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel
varier la position relative ouverture/substrat com-
prend le fait de changer la position relative entre la-
dite ouverture (122) et une chambre à vide entourant
ladite unité support (110 ; 510).

4. Le procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 3, dans lequel varier la position relative
ouverture/substrat comprend le fait de déplacer l’au
moins un substrat.

5. Le procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 4, dans lequel ladite première couche
(126a) et ladite deuxième couche (126b) sont dépo-
sées de telle sorte qu’elles soient essentiellement
coplanaires l’une par rapport à l’autre.

6. Procédé de traiter un signal de contrôle d’épaisseur
de film incluant le procédé selon les revendications
1 à 5, dans lequel ledit signal de contrôle d’épaisseur
de film correspond à une épaisseur d’une couche
déposée sur ledit substrat et est généré pendant que
ledit au moins un substrat est exposé, au moins par-
tiellement, à au moins une de la pluralité de sources
de dépôt.

7. Le procédé selon la revendication 6, comportant en
outre :

générer un premier signal de contrôle d’épais-
seur de film associé à ladite première couche
(126a) pendant que ladite première portion de
substrat (112a) est exposée à ladite première
source de dépôt (118a) ;
générer un deuxième signal de contrôle d’épais-
seur de film associé à ladite deuxième couche
(126b) pendant que ladite deuxième portion de
substrat (112b) est exposée à ladite deuxième

source de dépôt (118b) ;
réaliser une mesure directe d’épaisseur de la-
dite première couche (126a) et de ladite deuxiè-
me couche (126b) ; et
traiter ledit premier signal de contrôle d’épais-
seur de film et ledit deuxième signal de contrôle
d’épaisseur de film assis de ladite mesure direc-
te d’épaisseur.

8. Unité support (110 ; 510) destinée à supporter au
moins un substrat (112) à l’intérieur d’un système de
dépôt (116) incluant une pluralité de sources de dé-
pôt (118a, 118b), ladite unité support (110 ; 510)
comprenant :

une ouverture (122) permettant d’exposer par-
tiellement ledit au moins un substrat (112) à une
source de dépôt (118a, 118b) dudit système de
dépôt (116) ; et
un système de réglage (124) configuré pour ré-
gler une position relative entre ledit au moins un
substrat (112) et ladite ouverture (122), de sorte
que différentes portions dudit substrat puissent
être exposées à différentes sources de dépôt
(118a, 118b) dudit système de dépôt (116).

9. Unité support (110 ; 510) selon la revendication 8,
dans laquelle ledit système de réglage (124) est con-
figuré pour régler la position relative ouverture/subs-
trat par translation linéaire et/ou rotation d’au moins
un de : a) l’ouverture ; ou b) l’au moins un substrat,
l’une par rapport à l’autre.

10. Unité support (110 ; 510) selon la revendication 8 ou
9, comprenant en outre un cadre support (128), ledit
système de réglage (124) étant configuré pour régler
la position relative ouverture/substrat en changeant
la position relative entre ladite ouverture (122) et le
cadre support (128).

11. Unité support (110 ; 510) selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 8 à 10, dans laquelle ledit système
de réglage (124) est configuré pour régler la position
relative ouverture/substrat en déplaçant l’au moins
un substrat.

12. Système de dépôt (116) comprenant :

au moins une chambre à vide (120a, 120b) ;
une pluralité de sources de dépôt (118a, 118b)
servant à revêtir un substrat dans ladite au
moins une chambre à vide (120a, 120b),
une unité support (110 ; 510) selon l’une quel-
conque des revendications 8 à 11,
ledit système de dépôt (116) étant configuré
pour faire fonctionner l’unité support (110 ; 510).

13. Système de dépôt (116) selon la revendication 12,
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comprenant en outre un système de mesure de taux
de dépôt (130a, 130b) configuré pour générer un
signal de taux correspondant à une épaisseur d’un
film déposé sur ledit au moins un substrat (112), ledit
signal de taux étant généré pendant le dépôt dudit
film.

14. Système de dépôt (116) selon la revendication 12
ou 13, comprenant en outre au moins une unité de
mesure d’épaisseur configurée pour générer un si-
gnal d’épaisseur correspondant à une mesure direc-
te de l’épaisseur d’un film déposé sur ledit au moins
un substrat (112).

15. Système de dépôt (116) selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 12 à 14, comprenant en outre un cir-
cuit de commande (360) configuré pour traiter ledit
signal de taux en fonction dudit signal d’épaisseur.
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